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BSR Sir started the session by welcoming the viewers in the 23rd day of the workshop. BSR Sir 

also shared that this is going to be one of the most important sessions and it will touch the 

viewer’s life in the most impactful way. BSR Sir asked people to share the link for this workshop 

with as many people as possible. BSR Sir shared that every good thing in your life is a miracle; 

every luxury that we are enjoying is a miracle. Champions live on possibility thinking and shared 

the example of Albert Einstein who learned 9999 ways of how to not make a bulb, when he 

failed 9999 times while making a bulb, before he was successful in making a bulb. Thoughts are 

everything; because everything is first created in thoughts only then it is created in physical 

reality. The Magic Of Thinking Rich started with a noble thought by CoachBSR, to serve 

the society and humanity in such tough times. This is the third season of The Magic of 

Thinking Rich and it has happened because there was a noble thought by CoachBSR 

behind this workshop.  

BSR Sir started the topic of this workshop by reading out a Poem written by the Poet 

Paash. BSR Sir explained each and every line of the poem in detail. BSR Sir shared numerous 

examples to explain this poem. 

Art Of Creating Breakthroughs – BSR Sir started this topic by explaining the difference 

between a Successful and an Unsuccessful person. An unsuccessful person lives his life in Have, 

Do, Be and a successful person lives his life in Be, Do, Have. An unsuccessful person thinks of 

achieving his goals in life, there are a lot of pre-requisites to put in the efforts to achieve their 

goal, only then they will start working on their goals. They have to HAVE a lot of things to 

begin working on their goals. On the contrary a successful person works on his goal with 

whatever he has at hand and even if he doesn’t have. His efforts are not dependant on some pre-

requisites to start working on their goals. This kind of people work with whatever they have or 

they are HAVING at hand. A successful person becomes in the mind what he/she wants to be in 

physical reality and work on their dreams, because we know that everything is created first in 

mind and then in physical reality. BSR Sir shared numerous examples to explain this topic. 

Watch the video on YouTube channel CoachBSR. 

BSR Sir explained the process to get into the success psychology by Be, Do, Have, by 

sharing the way your Sub-Conscious mind works. Watch the video on YouTube channel 

CoachBSR to understand this powerful concept. BSR Sir also explained the concept of 

90:90:1 



BSR Sir asked people to write down all the problems they would have to face, if they did 

not achieve their goals, if they did not work on upgrading themselves. Write these to create 

fear in your mind and your mind will stop being lazy.  

BSR Sir shared the topics to be covered in next 4 days and closed the workshop with a 

celebration.  

Watch this powerful session on YouTube channel CoachBSR 

 

 

  

 

 


